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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

This chapter discusses a review of related literature that supports the 

theoretical framework underlying this research. It consists of language variety, 

Baper, and INSTAGRAM. 

2.1 Language Variety 

The term language variety is used by linguist as a cover term to refer to 

many different types of language variaties. The term may be used in reference to a 

distinct language such as French. Moreover, Hudson (in Wardaugh, 2006: 25) 

defines a linguistic items set with similar distrubition as a variety of language. The 

example of the varieties are Canadian English, London English, The English of 

football commentaries. Another expert that concludes about the definition of 

variety is Ferguson (in Wardaugh, 2006, p.25) who states that “any body of 

human speech patterns which is sufficiently homogeneous to be analyzed by 

available techniques of synchronic description and which has a sufficiently large 

repertory of elements and their arrangements or process with broad enough 

semantic scope to function in all formal contexts of communication.”  

In the explanations above, both Hudson and Ferguson concur in 

characterizing variety in terms of a specific “linguistic items” or “human speech 

patterns” (presumably, sounds, words, grammatical features) which can be 

exceptionally connected with some outer factors (a geographical area or social 

group). Besides, the appearance of language variety is caused by the variety of 
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linguistic style that is used by society who have many differences. For example, 

the level of the certain group, status, social degrees, gender, age, religion. In 

addition, slang is the example of  language varieties that will be described below. 

2.1.1 Slang 

Slang is an informal and often ephemeral linguistics form (Trask, 2007). 

People use language in different ways, depanding on the circumstances. Most 

obviously, people speak differently in formal and in informal context. Especially 

when speak informally, people often take pleasure in resorting to slang: informal 

but colorful words and expressions. 

 
Based on the definition from the expert above, the writter concludes that 

slang is a word used in an informal situation. Also, slang is included in Non-

Standard English. Some examples of slang include the word “Bucks” which refers 

to dollar or money; “bug” which means to annoy or bewilder; “rock and roll” 

which refers to the new music oh the 50’s, but originally slang for sex; “a witch 

doctor” which means a member of the clergy. 

2.1.1.1 Kinds of Slang 

Mattiello (2008) has classified slang into two kinds namely specific slang 

and general slang.The first is specific slang. Basically,. It is an expression that 

speakers use to demonstrate their character, comprehensive to a gathering and set 

up solidarity or closeness with the others group members. It is frequently utilized 

by speakers to make their own particular personality, including such viewpoints as 

social status and geographical belonging, or even age, education, occupation, 

lifestyle, and special interest. It is utilized by individuals having a similar 
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occupation (like military men and compiuter users) to build effectiveness in 

communication. In conclusion, It is large used by individuals of comparative age 

and experience (like teenagers or college students) to strengthen the bonds within 

their own peer groups, keeping outsiders out. 

On the other hand, general slang is an expression that speakers 

deliberatelly use to break the standard language and to change the level of 

discourse in the informality direction. It is the speakers' signs to decline traditions 

and their need to be fresh and startling in their expression, to ease social 

exchanges and induce friendliness, to reduce excessive seriousness, and to avoid 

cliches, in brief, to enrich the language. General slang word have a wider 

circulation as they are neither group nor subejct-restricted. 

2.2 Baper 

Baper is a general slang word that is commonly used by Indonesian youth 

which stands for "BAwa PERasaan". It is the new phenomenon in Indonesia that 

exists in the end of year 2014. Because Baper is the new phonomenon, a lot of 

people want to find the meaning of that word. For that reason, the word Baperhas 

become the first trending top search in the cataegory of “Apa itu .....?” on the 

event “Year in Search 2015” conducted by Google Indonesia. 

Sabeq (2017) who is the writer of Merbabu book states that Baper stands 

for "BAwa PERasaan". Baper is a word that is wide enough not only to be 

categorized as that ofgloomy type but people who are too sensitive for something 

can be said as Baper.Baper is alltheemotions that contrived in term Indonesian 
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slang. In addition, he also mentions about the effect of Baper expression. It is to 

make someone in the condition of Baper expression. The effect could be stronger 

by the support of diction and word choice. 

Furthermore, Baper is the new Indonesian slang that appears because the 

phenomenon in the youth circle who always makes the new terms to explain 

events (Adityo, 2017). Baper is “bawa perasaan=too emotional for someting” but 

the classificaton is not clear, whether the mad also included Baper, why Baper 

always associated with gloomy. However, it is good because the appeaance of 

Baper can explain some new phenomenon like gloomy.  

According to Kirnandita (2017), Baper can be the characteristic of  a 

person who is sensitive. In psychological view, highly sensitive person is the 

person who is easily provoked to react emotionally in everything. This is similar 

but not the same with empathy. Empathy is the situation where a person has a 

sensitive side, but it has more attention to the other experiences and feelings. 

Emphatical will position himself or herself in the situation and the condition of 

the relatives. It is diffirent with highly sensitif person (Baper). Baper will realize 

the situation in their real life and become more emotional than empathy do. 

Based on the three experts above, it can be concluded that Baper is the 

Indonesian slang word. Baper derived from two words and a continuation of 

“BAwaPERasan”.Baper is a word that is wide enough to explain. However, 

basically, Baper means that people are being too sensitive and putting their 

feelings or emotions too much in everything. Baperexpression is used very often 
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by teenagers because of volatility in their emotional state.The message in Baper 

expression can make the readers feel gloomy, jealous, and follow the situation that 

was given in the said expression. It happens because of some reasons, which one 

of them is because they have experienced the same event in the past. 

Baperin Indonesia has the same phenomenon with the word 

“Reminiscing” in Australia. Reminiscing is defined as a situationwhen people see 

a written sentence or meme that might remind people to think back or fondly 

discussing about something that happened in the past. It has a little similarity with 

Baper. In Baper context, someonecan feel Baperafter saw Baper 

expressionbecause they remember the same experience happened in the past. 

However, reminiscing is not exactly the same withBaper. Baper is related with 

feelings like gloomy or sad, but reminisching is related with feelings like an 

enjoyable moment in the past. 

2.2.1 The Classification of Baper Based on Emotions 

Baper is the situation where someone has a highly sensitive emotion or 

feeling. For that reason, the classification of Baper can be found based on the 

emotion. Santrock (2001) defines that emotion is a feeling or affection that 

involves a mixture of psychological arousal and overt behaviour. It means that 

emotions are the feelings which involves a combination between psychological 

stimuli and frankly behaviour. The example of psycological arousal by Santrock is 

a heartbeat, and example of overt behaviour is smile or grimace. 
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Furthermore, psycholinguist classifies emotion into two categories, which 

are: positive affectivity and negative affectivity (Santrock, 2001:114). Positive 

affectivity refers to the range of positive emotions, whether high energy or low 

energy. High energy refers to enthusiasm, excitements, joy and happiness, whilst 

the low energy refers to calmness and peace. The second is negative affectivity. It 

refers to negative emotions such as anxiety, anger, guilt, and sadness. 

The classifications of the emotion above have the same understanding with 

the classifications of Baper expression that defines by Sabeq. He says that Baper 

has two classifications. They are positive Baper and negative Baper. Positive 

Baper is when the baper expression can stimulate people to have positive feelings 

like happy, fond affection, and love. However, Negative Baper is when the Baper 

expression can stimulate people to have bad feeling like over sensitivity, jealousy, 

and envy.  

From all of the explanations above, it can be concluded that Baper can be 

classified into two categories based on the emotions the people feel after read or 

see someBaper expressions. For that reason, emotion is used as a parameter to 

determine whether the Baper expression can be referred to posotiveBaper or 

negative Baper. In negativeBaper, people dominantly have negative feelings or 

emotions like gloomy, over sensitivity, jealous, envy, and sadness. However, in 

the positive Baper, people dominantly have positive feelings or emotions such as 

love, happiness, and joy.  
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2.2.2 The Reason to Feel Baper 

According to Sabeq (2017), the reason of someone to feel Baper by seeing 

Baper expression is because people have the same experience or event that 

happened in the past. If someone have the same experience with the Baper 

expession, she or he directly recalls the memory about the expression that already 

happened. This situation can stimulate someone to feel Baper and can be more 

emotional 

In addition, the word choices are also influenced people to feelBaper. 

Sometimes,  the story behind the Baper expression is more deep, but because of 

the wrong choice of word used for explaining the story, the message is not sent. In 

addtion, many of theBaper expression make the readers feel Baper because it 

included emotional expression. 

2.3 INSTAGRAM 

INSTAGRAM is one of the newest social media platform that influence 

modern-day culture. This mobile photo and video sharing application attend to 

meet the desires of the photography enthusiasts to share the photograph quickly. 

INSTAGRAMcomes from the combination of two words “Instant photograph” and 

“Telegram” which explain the whole function of this application. Like a Polaroid 

camera in his time better known as "instant photograph", INSTAGRAM can also 

displays photos instantly. Besides, the word "gram" is derived from the word 

"telegram", which works to send information to others quickly. It is similar with 

INSTAGRAM to upload photos using Internet network, so that the information to 
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be conveyed can be received quickly. Therefore INSTAGRAM comes from 

"instant-telegram". 

INSTAGRAM development began in San Francisco, when Kevin Systrom 

and Mike Krieger choose to focus their multi-featured HTML5 check-in project 

Burbn on mobile photography. The application launched on October 6, 2010 and 

released an Android version on April 3, 2012 as a free mobile application. 

INSTAGRAM rapidly gained popularity, with one million users in two months 

after its launch. The photo-sharing app wound up to 100 million uploaded photos 

by July 2011 and 10 million users in September of that same year. In April 2012, 

the company reported passing the 30 million user mark. Starting there on, 

INSTAGRAM users continued developing ever since. It achieved 80 million 

monthly users after the acquisition and nearly doubled that to 150 million monthly 

usersby the on of the year 2013. 

INSTAGRAM grows rapidly and to be a trend among the juvenile. It is fun, 

free, and young. INSTAGRAM allows the users to upload what they want. Because 

of those reasons, the writer choose INSTAGRAM as the subject in conducting this 

research. It is because of many people posting about Baper expression based on 

the previous posting. 

2.3.1 Features on INSTAGRAM 

INSTAGRAM has many features that makes the user to use 

INSTAGRAMeasily. Everytime, INSTAGRAM tries to contrive the new features 

that make the application more interesting to use. Here are the explanation of 

some features on Instagram. 

http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2402594,00.asp
https://blog.dashburst.com/instagram-150-million-users/
https://blog.dashburst.com/instagram-150-million-users/
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2.3.1.1 Followers  

INSTAGRAM,beside its basic function to sharing photos, it also function 

asa social interaction media between your “follower” and “following”user.The 

social system occured in INSTAGRAM is whether to be the “follower” of another 

user’s account, or to have an INSTAGRAM’s “followers”. INSTAGRAM also 

allows the user to see which of his twitter and Facebook friends are using 

INSTAGRAM and easily start following them. 

2.3.1.2 INSTAGRAM  Stories 

INSTAGRAM launched a new feature called INSTAGRAM Stories on 

August2016. INSTAGRAM Stories allows users to share photos and videos, which 

disappear after 24 hours and don’t appear on the user's profile grid or in their feed. 

On January 2017, INSTAGRAMadded live video to Instagram Stories that allows 

users to create and share disappearing live streaming videos of up to one hour. 

2.3.1.3 INSTAGRAM Direct 

On December 2013, the INSTAGRAM founder introduced the private 

photo and video sharing features that called INSTAGRAM Direct. In September 

2015, INSTAGRAM Direct received a major update, adding new features such as 

instant messaging, adding more than one user & sharing more than one photo in a 

single conversation, and sharing post & profiles from feeds directly to the user. 

2.3.1.4 Uploading Photos and Videos 

The major use of INSTAGRAM is to upload and share photos to other 

users. Photos you want to upload can be obtained through the INSTAGRAM’s 

camera or the photos in a photo album on the handphone. Beside its basic function 
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is to share photos, INSTAGRAMadd another feature, called video sharing in June 

2013.This allows its users to record and share videos lasting for up to 15 seconds. 

INSTAGRAM always tries to increase the quality of the video. In January 2016, 

INSTAGRAM change the limitation time of the video from 15 seconds to 60 

seconds. 

2.3.1.5 Edit Photos 

The users can edit their photos before uploaded it by push filters or edit 

tab. By adding filters, the users can make the photos more interest. INSTAGRAM 

offers fourty of photographic filters that users can apply to the user’s photos. The 

example of some filters are clarendon, gingham, moon, lark, reyes, juno. The user 

can also use edit tab to make the photos better.  

2.3.1.6 Caption 

Before uploading the photo, the users can add the caption based on  what 

the users thinking. The caption is a brief description, short or long statement, or 

title that identifies or introduces a photograph in INSTAGRAM. Caption is also 

contains of emoticons, aroba (@), hashtag (#), and the last is verbal expression 

that will be described below.  

The first is Emoticon. It is derived from emotion icon. It is used to express 

what the users feel in the context of the photos that will be uploaded. Emoticon 

can make the caption more interest because they have a funny shape to express the 

user feeling. 

Second, arobawith the @ symbol at the start. Such as Twitter and 

Facebook, INSTAGRAM also has features that allow the users to tag other users by 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photographic_filter
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adding @ and entering the name of a user's INSTAGRAM account. The user not 

only cantag other users in the caption, but also in the photo comments section.   

Third, Hashtag is words or phrases with the # symbol at the start, which  

are incredibly popular among INSTAGRAM users. Similar to Twitter, hashtagging 

photos lets users outside of the users primary connections to find another users. 

They help people to search, find images and add an image to current trends.  The 

writer use hashtag in this research to make the writer easily finds the Baper 

expression on Instagram. 

The last is about verbal expression. Caption consists of verbal expression 

that explain about photo or video that the users posting. By giving verbal 

expression, a meaningful picture can have a clear explanation and do not make 

other people miss understanding. The writer uses caption that consists of verbal 

expression, especially Baper expression to take the document to doing this 

research. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


